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ABSTRACT' 

During the service life of gas-filled cellular plastics (GFCP), air diffuses into the foam cells 
and the gaseous blowing agent diffuses out, each at a rate that depends on type of polymer 
and temperature. This process, which reduces the effectiveness of insulation. is known as 
aging. 

This paper presents a model for calculating the thermal resistance of the GFCP slab as a 
function of time. It incorporates the effect of phase changes (condensation and 
evaporation) in the gaseous blowing agent and the use of material characteristics (diffusion 
coefficient) varying in the cross-section of the GFCP slab. The results are compared with 
measurements. 

Pendant la durie de service des plastiques ceHuluires cmplis de gaz (PCEG), I'air se repand 
dans les cellules de mousse et l'agent poroghne gazeux s'echappe par diffusion, chacun 4 
un taux qui depend du type de polymkre et de la temperature. Ce processus, qui diminue 
I'efficacitd de l'isolanr, est connu sous le nom de "viellissement". 

Ce document presente un modkle servant i calculer la resistance thermique du panneau de 
PCEG en fonction &I temnr 11 tient rmmnte A= I'pffpt &P ~h~nrn-nts de phase 
(condensation et ~ i n s i  que de 
I'utilisation de: nt dans la 
coupe de pannt 
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A 
previous paper [I] introduced the necessity of integrating experi- 

ments and modelling in predicting long-term thermal resistance of 
gas-filled cellular plastics (GFCP). The present paper concentrates on 

the modelling aspect of integrated evaluation, reviewing the equations 
used in the model and the method of their solution. The results of 

calculations for one GFPC product are compared with measured 
values. - 

During the service life of GFCP insulation air components diffise 
into the cells and CFC gas diffises out, modifying the cell-gas composi- 
tion. Moreover, a fraction of the CFC enters and saturates the polymer 
matrix, depending on the polymer type and temperature The net effect 
is a gradual loss of thermal resistivity of the foam. 

As the inward diffusion of nitrogen and oxygen is much faster than 
that of CFC outward, the aging process comprises two stages: 

1. A thermal drift stage when composition of the cell gas changes a t  a 
significant rate, mainly by the influx of air 

2. A plateau stage when air diffusion is almost complete and the 
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lower-rate efflux of CFC causes a very slow decrease in thermal 
resistivity with time 

Norton [21 was the first to propose a model of isothermal, multi- 
component diffusion for calculating thermal resistance changes with 
time. This model, however, 

1. Required knowledge of thermal resistance a t  the final stage of air- 
filled foam (information usually not available) 

2. Approximated thermal conductivity of a gas mixture as linearly de- 

pendent on molar fraction of chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gas 
3. Did not relate to the material structure 

Such drawbacks were partly eliminated in a subsequent model devel- 
oped at MIT [3-61. The MIT model assumed the following: 

1. Heat transfer by radiation is separate from and independent of heat 
conduction. 

2. Radiative heat transfer is described by the Rosselund approxima- 
tion [71. 

3. Solid phase conduction depends on material porosity, conduction of 
the polymer film and distribution of polymer between material in 
the cell-walls (membranes or windows) and material deposited at in- 
terstices of cells (struts). 

4. Conduction of a gas mixture may be calculated when viscosity, ther- 
mal conductivity, and the relative amounts of each component are 
known. 

Although an improvement on Norton's linear approximation, the 
MIT model failed to observe that the composition of cell-gas and there- 
fore its thermal conductivity are strongly affected by the phase change 
of CFC (condensation and evaporation). Moreover, heat release and ex- 
traction involved in condensation and the evaporation process may 
affect the apparent thermal conductivity of the foam. 

The present paper presents a model of aging of GFCP incorporating 
the effect of CFC condensation and evaporation. Its application (as that 
of other models) is, however, limited by the lack of proper input parame- 
ters (initial CFC pressure and diffusion coefficients) [ll. An attempt to I 
determine these properties is therefore included in the methodology I 

discussed. 

2. MODEL OF AGING FOR GAS-FILLED CELLULAR PLASTICS 

The objective is to calculate, a t  any given time, the heat flux through 
a foam slab exposed to a specific temperature difference. To perform : 
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this calculation, time is divided into a number of steps and the slab is 

divided into a number of layers. For each time and space step four sepa- 
rate equations are evolved that calculate temperature and partial 
pressures of oxygen, nitrogen, and CFC, all necessary in determining 
the composition of the cell-gas. 

The ability to calculate the cell-gas composition at selected locations 
in the GFCP product as a function of time is the most important aspect 
of the model. As other components of heat transfer (solid phase conduc- 
tion, radiation, interaction between radiation and solid phase conduc- 

t tion) may be assumed constant, the addition of the variable contribu- 
tion of cell-gas conduction gives the total conduction for a given layer. 

Unless, however, phase changes for CFC gas have been taken into 
consideration, the cell-gas composition is not correct. Phase change of 
CFC (evaporation and condensation) affects the calculation of heat flux 
in two ways: 

1. It modifies the composition of the cell-gas, thus directly affecting its 
thermal conductivity. 

2. It extracts or releases heat (during phase change) thus affecting the 

heat flux through the foam slab. 

At any given time step the model calculates 

1. Temperature 
I 

2. Partial pressures of oxygen, nitrogen, and CFC 
! 3. Saturation partial pressure of CFC and mass of CFC condensing or 

evaporating to maintain equilibrium 

1 4. Thermal conductivity of the foam 

1 5. Heat flux caused by evaporation, diffusion, and condensation of 

CFC 

Several simplifying assumptions are made. The most important is, 
perhaps, the assumption that boundary conditions and material prop-- 

erties remain unchanged during a time step. Moreover, all material 
properties used in a given time step are those calculated in the previ- 
ous time step. This simplification is necessary because all the (dis- 
cussed) heat and mass transfer phenomena are interrelated. A change 
in temperature may cause a change in the partial pressure of any gas 

1 or a change in equilibrium between condensed and gaseous CFC. A 
change in partial pressures affects thermal conductivity of cell-gas and 
alters the heat flux. The assumption therefore simplifies the calcula- 

, tions but imposes limitations on the time steps used. 
Another simplification incorporated in the model is the assumption 

: of uncoupled flow phenomena. For all points between boundaries, each 



energy or mass conservation equation is separate from the other equa- 
tions. 'Ib account for the coupling between heat and mass transfer, the 
heat flux caused by mass transfer is calculated in an approximate 
manner for each time step. This simplified calculation is permissible 
because, in applying later calculations over a wide range of tempera- 
tures (140-320 K), the maximum mass transfer contribution to heat 
transfer was found to be less than 6% of the total heat transfer in PUR 
slabs. 

2.1 Temperature Distribution 

A one-dimensional energy conservation equation can be expressed in 
a finite difference form [41 as: 

TI" - T; 1 

C~~ At 
L(~:f: - 2T:+' + T:::) + - (T:-, - 2T: + Tz.) 

2 

where indices n and i relate to steps in time and space (layer number), 
respectively; T is temperature (K); Ax is the distance between two 
adjacent positions in space (space step) (m); At is the time step used for 
calculations (s); Cp is the specific heat of the foam as the whole 
(J/kg-K); e is density (kg/m3); and X is the thermal conductivity of the 
foam (W1m.K). Equation (1) gives the temperature at  each node at 
time n + 1, using the values of X and T from the previous time step. 

2.2 Gas Pressure Distribution i 
The one-dimensional mass conservation equations are written in a 

finite difference form and relate to the partial pressure of each compo- ] 
nent. The equations for partial pressure of oxygen, nitrogen, and CFC I 

take the form: 

where indices n and i relate to steps in time and space, respectively. P 
is the partial pressure of a gas (Pa); D is the effective df is ivi ty  of the 

foam (cmz/s), Ax is the distance between two adjacent position in space 
(space step) and At is the time step used for calculations. 
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The effective diffision coefficient for each layer is assumed to be con- 
stant and independent of concentration for a given gas. Moreover, to 
simplify calculations [I], one may assume a constant ratio between ox- 
ygen and nitrogen diffusion. In this work the effective diffusion 
coefficient for oxygen is assumed to be six times higher than the nitro- 
gen diffusion coefficient [4,8,91. 

The model allows the effective diffusion coefficients to vary in the 
cross-section of the foam. Nitrogen diffusion was estimated for each 
surface layer and for the middle of the material. The calculation 
assumed: 

1. Effective nitrogen diffusion coefficient for the middle (i.e., one half 
material thickness) may be taken as the average of two estimates of 
core material; a linear transition is then applied between this level 
and those a t  each surface (Figure 1). 

2. The effective CFC diffision coefficient is assumed to vary across the 
material in the same manner as the effective nitrogen coefficient. 

Equation (2) gives the pressure changes caused by diffision through 
the foam. For CFC gas, however, one must also consider another phe- 
nomenon affecting pressure changes: condensation or evaporation of 
CFC. Thus, CFC pressure calculated with Equation (2) will be corrected 
for phase changes. 

2.3 Correcting Partial Pressure for Condensation of CFC 

If the partial pressure of CFC exceeds the vapour-liquid equilibrium 
pressure for a given temperature, condensation will occur. The equi- 

MEASURED 

- USED FOR 
CALCULATIONS 

I * I 
Figure 1. Measured and assumed variation of effective diffision coefficients across slab 
thickness. 



librium pressure of CFC is calculated from an  appropriate form of 
Clapeyron's equation [lo] 

PAT) = 101325.0 exp ( Co ibTb) 

where p, is the equilibrium partial pressure of CFC in Pa; T is the tem- 
perature in K; Tb is the normal boiling temperature (at one atmo- 
sphere); and Co = 10.0. Compared with the process of diffusion 
through the polymeric material of cell-walls, the process of phase 
change may be considered instantaneous. Thus, the model assumes 
that vapour pressure above the condensed CFC is always in equilib- 
rium. If the actual CFC pressure calculated from Equation (2) exceeds 
the equilibrium pressure, CFC will condense until equilibrium pres- 
sure is reached. Conversely, if there is liquid CFC and the CFC partial , 
pressure is below that calculated from Equation (3), an  evaporation of 
CFC will continue until the actual pressure reaches an equilibrium 
pressure. 

2.4 Thermal Conductivity of Foam 

Thermal conductivity of the foam is calculated from the equation 
introduced by Schuetz and Glicksman [31: 

where A, is thermal conductivity of a gas mixture (W1m.K); f ,  is the 
fraction of struts in the foam; 6 is the foam porosity; a is the Steffan- 
Boltzman constant 5.67 x W/(m2K4); K is the mass extinction 
coefficient (m2/kg); T,,, is the mean temperature of the foam layer (K). 

Some of the parameters used in Equation (4) were modified, namely: 

1. The coefficient of thermal conductivity of a gas mixture, A,, is 
calculated from the equations developed by Mason and Saxena [I l l  
for a mixture of polyatomic gases; 
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where 
- - - -- - 

Gjk = 0.3765 [I + (MilMk)l-"' [l + N'Az)"' (M,JMk)'1412 

@?A:) = (7liMJ~kMi) 
f;: = mole fraction of ith component 

Mi = molecular weight of ith component 
Xi, qi = thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of ith com- 

ponent 

Properties of each gas such as thermal conductivity and viscosity, 
taken from handbooks and general property tables [12,131 were 
expressed as  linear functions of temperature. Two temperature 
ranges were used: construction applications (240-340 K), cryogenic 
applications (170-240 K). 

2. Instead of the extinction coefficient, a mass extinction coefficient 
(i.e., the former divided by density of the foam) is used. It does not 
include the effects of porosity variation and provides better means of 
polymer characterization. Moreover, if a broad range of tempera- 
tures is examined, the mass extinction coefficient is approximated 
by linear temperature dependence [141: 

- - - -- . - 

K = KO + C(T - 273.2) (6) 

where KO is the extinction coefficient a t  0°C and C is the tempera- 
ture dependence of the extinction coefficient. 

Having calculated thermal conductivity of each of n layers, Xi, one 
may calculate thermal resistance of the slab 

where hi is the thickness of each layer. If a particular temperature dif- 
ference, AT, is imposed on the slab, the heat flux under steady-state 
conditions becomes 

- 

The heat flux calculated from Equation (8) does not include the effect of 
mass transfer. 



2.5 Heat Flux Approximation for 
Evaporation, Diffision, and Condensation of CFC 

In addition to affecting thermal conductivity of cell-gas by modifying 
its composition, the phase change of CFC affects heat flux by extracting I 

or releasing heat. An appropriate method of calculating a limiting case 
of heat flux due to latent heat release or extraction is introduced below. 
This heat flux is assumed to be the product of two components: ! 

1. Maximum amount of latent heat transfer under the effect of actual 
boundary conditions, assuming that all CFC is on the hot side, dif- 
fused, and condensed on the cold side of each pore 

2. Reduction of the efficiency of the liquid flow rate to return the con- 
densed CFC to the hot side of the cell if only a part of CFC is con- 
densed 

Component 1: A maximum heat flux caused by diffusion of CFC 
through the cell gas, &, under conditions imposed by the boundary sur- 
faces is calculated. It is assumed that air diffusion in the foam is 
already complete and that the whole mass of CFC evaporates, diffuses, 
and condenses, and then is transferred in the opposite direction by the 
liquid flow. It may be calculated from the following equation: 

where He, is the latent heat of CFC evaporation, D; is the coefficient of 
CFC diffusion in air, R is the gas constant, L is the thickness of the 
slab, P1 and P, are the saturation partial pressures at  respective sur- 
faces, and TI and T2 are temperatures. 

Component 2: This component describes the reduction of the efficiency 
of the liquid flow rate that returns condensed CFC to the hot side of the 
cell in relation to degree of saturation with liquid CFC. It may be 

calculated as follows: 

where Sf is the degree of saturation with liquid CFC. This degree of sat- 
uration is assumed to be 1 when all fluorocarbon initially introduced to 
the foam is condensed. Equation (10) is derived from study of the 

relative permeability of the wetting phase as  a function of degree of sat- 
uration [15-171. 
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The heat flux caused by evaporation, diffusion, and condensation of 

CFC may be calculated as: 

Thus heat flux caused by evaporation, diffusion, and condensation 
can be calculated from Equation (11) and added to the heat flux 
calculated from Equation (8). This aggregate heat flux may then be 
used to compare results of calculations with actual measurements. 

3. METHOD 

3.1 Input: Material Characteristics and Initial 
and Boundary Conditions 

To solve a set of differential equations such as Equation (1) and Equa- 
tion (2) one must define boundary and initial conditions. While the 

boundary conditions (temperature and pressure of oxygen, nitrogen, 
and CFC in the environment) are known, this is not the case for the 
initial conditions of cell-gas composition. 

CFC partial pressure, equal to approximately one atmosphere during 
the foaming process, is reduced owing to two phenomena: 

1. Foam cools from the high temperature caused by exothermic reac- 

tion. 
2. Part of CFC gas enters and saturates the polymer matrix. 

As has been indicated [I], variability in the CFC solubility of dif- 
ferent polymers coupled with large differences in the initial CFC pres- 

sure caused by cooling of foam makes it necessary to determine initial 
partial CFC pressure for each GFCP tested. - 

Equation (2) requires values for effective nitrogen and CFC diffusion 
coefficients. One possible method of determination is as follows. Several 
thin layers 40-80 mean cell-diameters thick are cut from different loca- 
tions in the cross-section of the foam and placed in a Heat Flow Meter 
(HFM) apparatus immediately after slicing. Their thermal resistivity 
is continuously recorded over a 10- to 14-day period. The layers are then 

stored in the laboratory and periodically tested to determine the pla- 
teau stage of the R-value. %sting continues a t  less frequent intervals 
for several months. Thermal resistance changes in these thin speci- 
mens and the model of aging provide the effective diffusion coefficients. 
Diffision of air components is calculated from the first stage of aging 



(thermal drift) and diffusion of CFC is calculated from the second stage 
(plateau stage). 

Calculation of the effective diffusion coefficients is as precise as the 
measurement of changes in the thermal resistivity of the specimen will 
permit. No additional assumptions are introduced. All three gas trans- 
fer processes are calculated under temperatures and temperature gra- 
dients used during the laboratory measurement of thermal resistivity. 
The calculations are performed for small steps in time and space (space 
increments do not exceed usually ten cell layers). For example, in cal- 
culating oxygen and nitrogen coefficients one assumes a specific value 
of CFC diffusion coefficient. If the difference between assumed and esti- 
mated (from another experiment) CFC diffusion coefficients affects the 
results of the first calculation, the calculation of nitrogen and oxygen 
diffusion is repeated, using a modified value of CFC diffusion. 

While effective diffusion coefficients may be estimated with a high 
degree of confidence, this is not possible for initial CFC pressure in the 
GFCP. It is the most questionable element of the input data. In the 
present work initial pressure of CFC was estimated by two methods: 
chemical analyses and thermal conductivity measurements. The chem- 
ical analysis involved determining chlorine content twice: on 
undisturbed foam, and after rushing the foam and off-gasing the 
polymer powder (using a few hours' exposure to both vacuum and 
increase temperature). Assuming limited losses of CFC (either none or 
a known amount of chlorine included as the fire retardant agent), the 
fraction of gaseous CFC was calculated and used in the estimate of the 
initial CFC pressure. Large scatter of experimental results, uncer- 
tainty in content of chlorine in the added fire retardants, possible loss 
of CFC from surfaces of specimens caused low reliability of the chem- 
ical analysis. This method was used only for control purposes. 

Initial CFC pressure was primarily estimated from the measured 
thermal resistivity at  the end of thermal drift-beginning of the pla- 
teau aging stage. If other components of thermal conductivity (e.g., 
radiation and solid conduction) are known, one may estimate the molar 
fraction of a CFC gas in the cell-gas using the difference between them 
and the measured total conductivity of the foam. If there is only one 
type of CFC and if pressure of nitrogen and oxygen can be assumed 
equal to the atmospheric pressure (thin material layer a t  the beginning 
of plateau region), then one may estimate the "projected initial" CFC 
pressure. 

Other input material characteristics are: 

1. The extinction coefficient, determined by optical methods [21. 
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2. Fraction of struts and polymer thermal conductivity coefficient, 
either determined from a microscopic examination or estimated 
from the literature. 

3.2 Method of Solving Equations 

Analytic solutions exist for a number of simple isothermal cases. To 
permit calculations in more complex cases, ag., involving phase change 
of CFC, one must use a numeric solution. As the transport coefficients 
in Equations (1) and (2) are nonlinear, use of an average temperature 
for each layer may cause errors in the calculated pressures of oxygen, 
nitrogen, and CFC. To establish the magnitude of the errors, a compari- 
son of the analytic and numeric solutions was made for a 40-mm thick, 
polyurethane slab aged at constant ambient temperature. As the 
analytic solution of Crank [I81 is valid for long-term diffusion only, the 
discrepancy expected in the initial period of diffusion will not be ana- 
lysed. The numeric calculations were performed by changing both the 
number of layers and the locations of the nodes, which were placed 
either in the centre of each layer or at  the interface of two adjacent 
layers. 

Equations (1) and (2) used a central difference formula, a version of 
the finite difference method of Ostrogorsky and Glicksmann 141, and 

- 
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Figure 2. Comparison of analytic solution of Crank [18] with numerical solutions for 9 

and 15 layers. Nodes placed a t  intersections (equidistant) or in  the centre of each layer. 



Table 1. Density and initial thermal resistivity 
(inverse of conductivity coefficient) 

in 11 tests of selected polyisocyanurate (PIR) product. 

Thermal 

Test Density resistivity, 

code kglm3 , m . W  

392-45 36.9 . 52.0 

392-46 37.1 51.6 

392-49 - 52.6 

392-55 37.0 51.8 

392-56 37.1 52.4 

392-68 37.1 51.7 

392-69 37,2 52.6 

392-1 25 36.8 50.9 

392-1 28 36.9 51.2 

392-131 - 52.7 

392- 1 33 - 51 -8 

mean value 52.1 

st. deviation 1 .I 010 

were solved with an  implicit scheme by the matrix inversion technique 
used by Kumaran and Mitalas [191. 

Figure 2 illustrates that a large number of nodal points are necessary 
if the numeric solution is to agree with the analytic solution. Either 
fifteen layers with points a t  the intersections, or nine layers with points 
a t  the centre of each layer were found to be necessary. These calcula- 
tions were also performed with different time steps to ensure that the 
choice of time step did not affect precision. 

4. COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED 

THERMAL RESISTANCE 

4.1 Input Data 

Material characteristics of a selected polyisocyanurate (PIN foam 
were measured a t  NRCC. This material was selected because of its 
small spatial variability as shown in 'lhble 1, displaying initial ther- 
mal resistivity values of different specimens taken from the same 
batch. Measurements of attenuation of infrared radiation versus thick- 
ness of material gave a mass extinction coefficient of 42 m2/kg. 

Thermal resistance of a 6-mm thick core layer of PIR at an initial 
stage of aging was used to estimate the effective nitrogen diffusion 
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Figure 3. Aging of 6-mm core layer of PIR at 10°C. 
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coefficient, at the same time assuming a value of CFC diffusion coeffi- 
cient from the literature [4,5]. A number of calculations were per- 
formed with different values of nitrogen diffusion coefficient, and the 
calculation giving the thermal resistivity curve closest to the 
measured one was selected. Figure 3 shows thermal resistivity mea- 
sured at a mean temperature of 10°C over a period of 13 days and 
calculations performed with nitrogen diffusion coefficient of 0.2 x lo-' 
cm2/s. The effective nitrogen diffusion coefficient was then adjusted to 
60°C (temperature at  which the long-term laboratory aging was per- 
formed). 

Thermal resistance measurements were repeated on the same batch 
of PIR product one year later. This time a number of thin slices were 
cut from the centre of the board and from the layers adjacent to the 
board surface. Three or four slices were placed together in a stack and 
measured simultaneously in the HFM apparatus. Figure 4 shows the 
results of thermal resistivity measurements performed on four slices at  
a mean temperature of 24°C. These indicate unexpected and signifi- 
cant variability in the cross-section of the slab. As the specimens were 
cut from approximately 15 month old foam, the material layers exposed 
to air were expected to be at the plateau stage. Indeed, one of the sur- 
faces (denoted as bottom) does show thermal resistivity a t  the plateau 
stage (41-42 rn-WW), but the other surface layer maintained a high 
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Figure 5. Aging of 6-mm core layer of PLR at 60°C. 
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Figure 6. Measurements and calculations of full-thickness aging of PIR at 60°C. 

thermal resistivity. It is evident that this top layer has a much higher 
resistance to gas diffusion than the bottom layer. 

Comparing calculations to the measurements shown in Figure 4, the 
effective nitrogen diffusion coefficients were estimated as 0.3 x 
cm2/s and 0.15 x lo-' cm2/s for respective surfaces. (Nitrogen diffusion 
coefficient was estimated at 0.2 x lo-' cm2/s for the core material.) The 
literature [4,5,8,18,201 also reports large variations in nitrogen diffu- 
sion determined on different PUR specimens. 

Figure 5 shows thermal resistivity measured and calculated a t  60°C. 
(A number of calculations were performed with different values of CFG 
diffusion coefficient and the calculation giving thermal resistivity 
curve closest to that measured was selected.) Effective CFC diffusion 
for the core of the foam was estimated a t  0.1 x cm2/s. 

4.2 Thermal Resistance of PIR as a Function of Time 

Having determined the material characteristics required as input, 
the output of the model (thermal resistance of the full board as a func- 
tion of time) was compared with measured values. The period of mate- 
rial aging prior to testing must first be estimated. From the initial con- 
ditions and the diffusion coefficients of the PIR foam (Section 4.1), it 



was calculated (using the model) that it takes 110 days at  warehouse 
conditions to reach a thermal resistivity of 51.6 m.K/W, which was 
determined on the f i s t  day of the laboratory measurements. A vertical 
line a t  110 days divides the period of initial aging from measurements 
performed in the laboratory (Figure 6). The largest difference between 
calculated and measured thermal resistivity is 4%, which is acceptable 
for the intended use of the model. 

4.3 Thermal Resistance of PUR as a Function of lkmperature 

The model permits calculation of thermal resistance as a function of 
temperature. This is an important feature, particularly when long- 
term thermal resistance of GFCP is to be determined at different tem- 
peratures. While excellent data on the effect of temperature on thermal 
conductivity of GFCP exists, lack of characterization of the materials 
prohibited a direct calculation with the model. Another approach was 
used. 

Thermal conductivity as a function of specimen mean temperature 
was measured a t  the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) by Sparks 
and Arvidson [211 and at the Padova University by Bigolaro et al. [221 
on 32 kg/m3 aged polyurethane foam. Assuming that both materials 
reached the plateau stage, and taking one of the material characteris- 
tics from the literature (e.g., Oak Ridge National Laboratory communi- 
cation, May 1986), a mass extinction coefficient of 55 m2/kg was taken 
for the NBS material. Performing calculations with different values of 
initial CFC concentrations, a CFC concentration was selected for which 
the R-value agreed with the measured R-value a t  24°C. The question 
remains, however, whether a model calculation of R-value for other 
temperatures will be corroborated by measurements. 

Figure 7 shows the thermal conductivity of the material tested at 
NBS calculated in two ways: (1) with a constant mass extinction coeffi- 
cient KO = 55 m2/kg, and (2) with a linearly temperature-dependent 
mass extinction coefficient identical to that determined for air-filled 
polystyrene [KO = 55 m2/kg and C = 0.27 m2/kg "C, Equation (6)l. In 
both cases, Figure 7 shows acceptable agreement between calculated 
and measured values of thermal conductivity as a function of tempera- 
ture. 

For the material tested at Padova University (Figure 81, CFC pres- 
sure was assumed to be 50 kPa (10% less than that calculated for the 
NBS material). Inserting this value into the model to match a mea- 
sured thermal resistivity at  24"C, the mass extinction coefficient was 
28 m2/kg. Agreement in Figure 8 is also acceptable. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

To calculate the thermal resistance of a product one must select rep- 
resentative effective diffusion coefficients. This issue requires more 
detailed discussion. 

A difference in the level of thermal resistivity and rate of aging for 
specimens cut from different locations in the material cross-section are 
important (Figure 3). lhble 2 shows thermal resistivity values using 
two approaches: 

1. Disregarding spatial variability of the material and using constant 
diffusion coefficient of the core (D core) 

2. Including the variation of the diffusion 

Agreement of experimental results from the laboratory and calcula- 
tions based on variable D is acceptable. For the calculation based on 
constant D, i.a, the core diffusion alone, agreement is not that good. 
Thus, if the diffusion coefficient is determined correctly, calculated and 
measured thermal resistivity values show better agreement. 

Figure 4 shows significant variability in thermal resistivity of the 
foam layers. Although similar variability has been observed in sprayed 
PUR specimens such variability has not been observed in the PUR 
boards. It is important to emphasize that the results shown in Figure 
4 relate only to a specific batch of the GFCP products. 

Much more work must be done to establish the usefulness of the 
model. It should include improvement in methods of determining the 
material characteristics needed as input to the model, experiments 
with aging of other types of GFCP with either CFC or HCFC captive 
blowing agents (particularly if more than one is used), the statistical 
significance of various elements of product batch, board and cross- 

Table 2. Thermal resistivity of PIR aged at 60°C 
according to calculations and measurement. 

Calculated with diffusion coeff. 

Time Varying across 
lapse Measured slab Constant (core) 

51.6 51.6 
50.7 
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sectional variability. The thrust of this paper is simply to report the 
concept and to point out the key elements of future research. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

A model developed to calculate changes in thermal resistance of 
GFCP slab as  a function of time and temperature incorporates the 
effect of phase changes (condensation and evaporation) within the CFC 
and use of diffusion coefficients varying in the cross-section of the GFF 
slab. 

The model has been used to calculate aging of PIR foam for which 
material characteristics and laboratory aging had been determined in 
the NRCC laboratory. As well, calculations were performed for PUR 
tested at NBS or Padova University, for which material characteristics 
were partly assumed and partly calculated when applying the model to 
the measured thermal resistance. 

The following conclusions can be drawn fi-om this work: 

1. Thermal conductivity as a function of specimen mean temperature, 
calculated from the model, agrees well with the thermal conductiv- 
ity of CFC-11 blown PUR boards measured by NBS [211 or Padova 
University [221 over cryogenic to ambient temperatures. 

2. Acceptable agreement was obtained for thermal conductivity as a 
function of time when the effective diffision coefficients of PIR 
board were carefully estimated. Selection of the effective diffusion 
coefficients, however, requires further investigation. 

3. Comparison of calculated and measured thermal conductivity in 
relation to either temperature or time for PUR/PIR products 
indicates that this model may become a good complement to 
experimental evaluation of aging. - 
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